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1. SUMMARY
As part of the ongoing research into Hyde, and in particular Hyde Abbey, Hyde900 instituted, in April
2016 a pilot community dig project in the garden of 14, Alswitha Terrace, which was thought to contain
the robbed out elements of the south transept of the abbey church.
The purpose of the dig was as much about involvement of local people of all ages in the process of
archaeology as it was to establish the remains of the church. Two test pits were dug with Hyde900
organizing the event, and WARG providing the equipment and supervisory expertise.
The event provided an introduction to the dig process for 37 participants through 2 hour time slots
separated between digging, sieving and finds processing and recording. Feedback sheets from a 50%
sample of those attending rated their experience at 90%+ satisfaction level, with all wanting to take part
in another dig within 12 months.
The dig revealed the existence of a substantial north-south wall located about 1.5 metres to the west of
the east wall of the south transept as drawn on plans for the predicted walls of the abbey church, at a
depth of about 1 metre below ground level
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Images used in this report include those whose copyright is owned by Winchester Museum Service now Hampshire Cultural Trust. Hyde900 would like to thank the HCT for permission to reproduce the
images.

Fig 1 The N-S robbed out wall revealed in
Trench 1 wall

Fig 2 Community participation which
included all ages

2. INTRODUCTION
Hyde900 is the name initially given to a programme of community-led events designed to mark the
900th anniversary of the foundation of Hyde Abbey, the burial place of King Alfred the Great. The
festival, designed to commemorate Alfred and the Abbey’s place in English history, celebrated the
history of Hyde, explored the locality and environment, and showcased the wide variety of talents of the
people who live in the area.
Since the anniversary in 2010, Hyde900 has continued as a community organization, putting on social
and cultural events and supporting research into the history of the Hyde area. The pilot dig was another
initiative in the search for the dissolved abbey.

3. SITE LOCATION
The site offered for excavation was the garden of 14 Alswitha Terrace, owned by Chrissie and Martin
Leyden. Research carried out into the area by Winchester City Council Museums Department, now
Hampshire Cultural Trust, resulted in the production of a plan of the predicted church and cloister
buildings. The garden area is highlighted in yellow
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Fig 3 Plan of the predicted church building with 14 Alswitha Terrace
garden in yellow

4. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
4.1. Hyde Abbey
Hyde Abbey was exceptional in its age because it had the honour and responsibility of looking after
the remains of King Alfred the Great and his family. It also acquired a number of relics, notably those
of St. Josse (also known as St. Judoc). This made it, in later years, an important and early stopping off
point on the pilgrims’ way from Winchester to Canterbury. The royal graves were set before the
High Altar while the side chapels might well have hosted the relics. Pilgrims would have processed
around the side aisles to absorb the holiness which emanated from them. The monastic order,
established on the orders of Alfred, originally occupied land closely adjoining the Old Minster and
was known as New Minster. In purely architectural terms, however, the new monastery, built on the
outskirts of the city at Hyde in the first part of the twelfth century, would have been very typical of
Benedictine abbeys of the Norman era. By the 12th century what might be regarded as a standard
pattern had emerged in the design of these abbey churches along with their associated cloisters,
dormitories, accommodation for visitors and other offices. Consequently the abbey church built by
Henry I in Reading in the 1120s – inspired one can reasonably imagine by Hyde Abbey – was very
much along the same lines as Hyde in its layout
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4.2. Building Materials
Because of the predominance of chalk throughout much of Hampshire, builders have had to rely on
the importation of stone in order to create imposing, high status buildings. Flint was widely
available, as can be seen in the construction of more modest buildings such as St. Bartholomew,
Hyde (originally the chapel for local laity built within the precincts of the monastery). Moreover, flint
could also be used for the core of walls and this was probably the case with Hyde Abbey. However,
for the exposed surfaces of the abbey, as with the Cathedral, stone was necessary. The principal
types of stone used in Winchester during the Norman period were: QUARR STONE – from the Isle of
Wight which also featured prominently in the cathedral CAEN STONE – brought across from
Normandy, which was particularly popular for fine carvings (such as the decorated capitals)
PURBECK MARBLE – was also used in Hyde Abbey, although it is likely to have been recycled out of
the immediate area after the Dissolution.
4.3. Decoration
Artistically, the plain solidity of Norman architecture with its rounded arches and sturdy pillars
would have been relieved by the lively inventiveness of capitals and corbels in the cloister and
elsewhere (done in the Winchester style). In the case of Hyde, a small number of distinguished
examples remain of both of these features (on display in St. Bartholomew). These carvings are
comparable to those from Reading Abbey in Reading Museum and might, conceivably, have been
executed by the same craftsmen. Today the Priory Church of St Bartholomew the Great in
Smithfield, City of London, built in the 1120s, gives some sense of what the east end of Hyde Abbey
would have looked and felt like. It is also clear from decorated carved remnants (found particularly
in the external north wall of St, Bartholomew) that Hyde Abbey evolved over time and embraced
other styles notably those from the Decorated Period (roughly fourteenth century).
4.4. Brief History
The move from New Minster to Hyde occurred in 1110. It is likely that at this time only the east end
of the church and possibly the transepts were completed. It is not known the extent to which any
stone from New Minster was reused to complete the church or construct the claustral buildings of
the new abbey. In 1142 the abbey was to suffer grieviously during the battle between Stephen and
Matilda, and is reported as being in ruinous condition following the conflict. Reconstruction only
commenced in earnest in 1182.
In 1285 the abbey acquired additional land to the north of the precinct, which included the parish
church of St Bartholomew. The next major recorded event affecting the buildings of the abbey, prior
to the dissolution in 1539, was the destruction by fire of the church belfry in 1445.
The abbey was dissolved in 1539, and such was its importance that Thomas Wriothesley was
personally in Winchester to supervise the destruction of the church. It was apparent that this was
speedily achieved as Leyland reported the scene as one of desolation early in the 1540’s (4.1)
However, it is known that many of the other buildings of the abbey survived to 1546, when the site
of the abbey (but not the materials of which it was constructed) was sold to William Bethell for
£110.
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5. ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Research into the archaeology of the abbey started in 1799, when Captain Howard observed the
remains of the abbey church during the building of the Winchester bridewell (prison). This he recorded
in an article for the Society of Antiquaries in 1800 (5.1) together with a plan of the remains of the church
and other buildings (Fig 5.1)
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Fig 4 Howard’s plan of the remains of Hyde Abbey

Subsequent to this many excavations, watching briefs and service trenches have taken place. These
include the following
1866 Mellor Hyde Abbey
1952 Gordon Road Electricity Station
1954 82HS Site 720 82 Hyde Street
1972 KAT72 Drainage ditch
1972 WARG Hyde Abbey Barn
1973 KATW King Alfred Terrace water main trench
1974 HA74 Hyde abbey precinct W boundary
1974 KAP74 Drain nr Hyde Gate
1980 HAB80 75 Hyde st
1980 KAP80 Gas trench opp Alswitha Terrace
1982 KAT82 King Alfred Terrace
1988-9 KAP 88 King Alfreds Place Eng works
1990 KAP90 King Alfreds Place BT trench
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1994 HA94 Arch in Hants Hyde Abbey gate
1994 Arch in Hants KA terrace- Gordon road
1995-99 HA Community Excavation
1996 KAT 96 Garage sub station
1999 KAT99 14 King Alfred Terrace
2000 AY1 Evans Halshaw evaluation
2001 AY35 Evans Halshaw garage
2003 AY135 (HPH03) Hyde Parish hall

It is not within the scope of this report to describe the results of these excavations. A report is in
preparation by Hampshire Cultural Trust to cover all excavations from 1972 to 1999.
All excavations, evaluations and service trenches in the area of the church and cloisters which are

relevant to this excavation have been superimposed by geo referencing on a street map of the area. The
interactive version can be accessed via the Hyde900 website

N

Fig 5 Excavation areas and service trenches (purple) in the area of the abbey
church and cloisters, with predicted abbey buildings (brown)

It is noticeable that there has been no excavations in the cloister area. There was a find of what was
probably a cloister building wall in the garden of 14, King Alfred Terrace in 1999 (KAT99). This was
reported by the owner to Winchester City Council Museums Dept and who summarised their findings as
follows :
“: A site visit revealed a medieval wall exposed during digging for footings in the rear garden. Finds of
finely worked architectural stone fragments and medieval floor tiles would seem to confirm that the site
lies within the cloister area of the medieval monastery of Hyde Abbey. (Fig 5)
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Grid reference: SU4826030070”

Fig 6 Sketch of 14 King Alfred Terrace wall

Subsequently in 2003 there was a watching brief on an extension at 8 Alswitha Terrace (Ay417,
Souterrain Project No. SOU09/140). The report summarises the relevant archaeology, and is repeated
here with Souterrain’s permission.
“The most significant scientific exploration was led by the Winchester Museums Service between 1995
and 1999 (the Community Archaeology Programme) which revealed the remains of the abbey church;
the site of which is about 45m east-north-east of the present development at Alswitha Terrace (no 8).
Other investigations since the early 1990s, largely in response to proposed development in the area,
have helped to develop an understanding of the abbey layout and the extent of its precinct.. In 1990,
about 50m to the south-west of the present site, a medieval wall was identified during a watching brief
of ground-works in the back garden of 14 King Alfred Terrace, which is understood to have been within
the cloister area of the abbey.”
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The evaluation results were summarized as follows
“Over a period of three days in September 2009, Souterrain carried out archaeological ground
monitoring and recording during below-ground works for a new extension at No 8 Alswitha Terrace, King
Alfred Place, in Winchester.
A sequence of rubble layers was revealed, the majority of which pertained to the demolition of Hyde
Abbey in the 16th century, beneath which structural remains of the abbey were found in the form of
wall footings and a floor foundation, these understood to have belonged to the north side of the
cloister.
Finds of late Saxon pottery suggest that the abbey was built upon a former area of domestic settlement.
Other more recent rubble deposits at the site are believed to have been from an 18th century jail which
was demolished in the 19th century.”
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Fig 7 8 Alswitha Terrace Archaeological features in Trench 2,
facing north

Fig 8 Trench 2, 8 Alswitha Terrace south end, facing south-west
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6. AIMS OF THE EXCAVATIONS
6.1. The objectives of the event were:


As a community group Hyde900 propose that the key objectives of the test pits should
include learning opportunities for local Hyde/Winchester residents through participation by
them to the maximum extent possible in the excavation, sieving, recording, analysis and
conservation of any finds from the dig.



To involve the local educational sector through provision of resources to support teachers
interested in using the dig as an educational opportunity and to give a limited number of
children experience through participation in the archaeological dig process.



To further the understanding of the physical dimensions and makeup of the abbey, and
through the finds understand more about the appearance of the abbey and the activities of
the monks and laystaff of the abbey.



To stimulate children’s interest in the history of the abbey through following the progress of
the dig.

7. METHODOLOGY OF THE EXCAVATION
7.1. The methodology was:
To enlist the support of key experts who can advise on the project and train local volunteers, both in
advance of the dig, and on the job training; to make participants aware of best practices involved in
the archaeological research process.
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A steering group was formed to organize the project and support has been agreed with
o the University of Winchester Archaeological Department (advisor to the overall
project; ceramics expert)
o the Society for Winchester Society for Archaeology and Local history (WARG) are
providing a site director to oversee the dig process, analysis of finds, recording
of the dig and provision of dig file, together with provision of equipment)
To research in advance the history of excavations in the vicinity of the church west of
the area covered by the 1995-99 Community Dig; liaise with local householders to
establish level of any finds they may have made and inform them of the proposed pilot
test pits event.
To plan for a dig taking two days for digging, an “open” day for site viewing (Sunday 24
April, and Monday 25 April for back filling and write-up.
To put together an on-line booking form with rotas of 2 hour slots for digging, sieving,
finds cleaning and recording to maximise participation in the event.




To generate publicity to stimulate interest in the event to enable the maximum
involvement of the community.
To provide as close as possible to real time access to the public through video material
(available through the Hyde900 website) of the dig as it progresses

7.2. The extensive historical research as described in section 4 seemed to indicate that Hyde Abbey
was constructed to a similar design as the norm for Benedictine abbeys of the time, ie with a
church featuring north and south transepts, with adjoining cloister to the south of the church.
This was supported by, admittedly minimal, evidence from excavations and service trenches in
the area.
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Fig 9 Garden of 14 Alswitha Terrace on map

7.3. The historical research showed that at the time of construction of the bridewell, the site had
been cleared by prisoners to expose an extensive deep clay raft constructed in the 12th century
to provide secure foundations for the abbey church (believed to be 80% of the size of
Winchester Cathedral). Local ground levels and a watching brief for an extension at 8 Alswitha
Terrace indicated that

The garden of 14 Alswitha Terrace had in fact been the garden to the prison
governor’s house

The only remains of the church or cloister buildings was likely to be at a depth of
approximately 1 metre below ground level
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Whilst there were some finds of stone from the abbey at the site, there was unlikely
to be any major finds in view of a) the made up ground having been prepared as the
governor’s garden, and b) the owners had not uncovered a significant quantity of
items whilst gardening

N

Fig 10 Plan of bridewell showing test pits site

7.4. Based upon the WCC plan (Fig 10) it was decided to put in two 1 metre square test pits in the
garden in locations shown below
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Tr 2

Tr 1

Fig 11 Location of test pits 14 Alswitha Terrace

The test pit locations were

Trench 1 SU 48298, 30109

Trench 2 SU 48293, 30104
The pits were excavated by hand in 100mm spits. All spoil was sieved using a sieve of 10mm
mesh.
Finds were all washed where appropriate, measured in terms of dimensions or weight, and
recorded within the time frame of the excavation (April 22 to 25 2016)
.

8. RESULTS OF THE EXCAVATION
8.1. Results of participation exercise
8.1.1. In terms of the participants reaction to the dig experience with the results expressed as
a % level of satisfaction were:
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How you felt about digging activity 94%



How you felt about sieving activity 86%



How you felt about cleaning activity 99%



How you felt about finds labelling/ recording activity 99%



How satisfied were you with the guidance about the activity? 96%

8.1.2.In terms of interest in future digs:


How keen would you be to learn more about archaeological digs? 93%



How keen would you be to take part in another dig? 92%



If keen to participate in another dig how soon might that be? 6 months 72% 1 year 28%
2 years 0%

8.1.3.In terms of freeform comments


Great fun!



Great! Will join



Fascinating experience. Learned a lot especially the very careful and systematic
recording



Top notch! Lovely morning!



Lovely could have dug all day



Great really enjoyed myself always good to learn more



Good supervision enjoyed every minute



Learnt a great deal. Enjoyed the friendly company



Great fun Well run as usual



Excellent afternoon!



Only problem the poor old back!



This is my 18th dig!



Well organized, context explained well, helpful supervision

The time slots for the local participant involvement were fully taken up, and additional resources
were available to cope with an extension to the dig period by a day.
8.2. Results in terms of the archaeology
8.2.1. Summary
 The level of finds were as expected low due to the fact that the area had been
cleared of all significant features by the prisoners in preparation for use of the
area as the prison governor’s garden.
 In trench 1 at a depth of 1.0 to 1.2 metres the robbed out remains were found of a
medieval wall running N-S, at approximately 1.5 metres to the west from the
predicted line of the east wall of the south transept of the church
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8.2.2. Trench 1
 The trench of 1 metre square was excavated to a depth of 1.4 metres, with all spoil
sieved and recorded as described in Section 7
 1.01 to 1.02: Garden topsoil with post medieval debris associated with house
construction and habitation.
 1.03: As 1.01 to 1.02 but with find of worked flint blade tentatively dated to
Paleolithic (Fig 12). First incidence of clay pipe fragments (through to 1.10)

Fig 12 Find No 1 Worked flint scraper blade
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1.04 to 1.05: As 1.01 to 1.02 but find of possible roman tile pieces (3) at 1.04
1.06 to 1.11: Sand/clay mix with topsoil with post medieval debris
1.12 : Sand/clay mix with topsoil
1.13: layer associated with collapse of structure in Trench 1. Possibly material
from within building slumped out. Find of small round copper object (Fig 13)

Fig 13 Find No 2 at 1.13 Small round copper object
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1.14: Remains of a wall running north-south. Faced outer stones not present,
presumably robbed out in antiquity. Medieval. Inner packing present. May have
slumped to east. Mortar bonding not fully exposed but probably at least 2 courses.

Fig 14 South facing section through Trench 1

8.2.3. Trench 2
 The trench of 1 metre square was excavated to a depth of up to 1 metre, with all
spoil sieved and recorded as described in Section 7
 2.01 to 2.03: Garden topsoil (friable) with post medieval debris associated with
house construction and habitation. Clay pipe fragments present (to 2.07)
 2.04 to 2.06: Possible plough soil (compacted) with post medieval debris
associated with house construction and habitation.
 2.07: Reddy brown clay (90%) with mortar (10%)
 2.08 to 2.09 : Reddy brown clay (90%) with mortar (10%) A tip fill coming in from
the west probably as a result of demolition.
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Fig 15 Extract from context sheet 2.08


2.10 Mortar (80%) and flint (20%) which could be base of foundation of robbed out
wall or below floor surface.

Fig 16 South facing section through Trench 2
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Fig 17 plan of Trench 1 and 2
Detailed descriptions and interpretations of the trench context can be found in
Section 13 (Appendix 1)

8.3. Results in terms of other objectives


The aim of involvement of the educational sector was not achieved despite several
approaches to the local primary school. This appeared to be due to the level of
workload on the head teacher and staff of the school.



The Hyde900 website was updated daily featuring comment and photos. The video
material planned was only partially successful due to lack of funding for a professional
crew. Two amateur video interviews were uploaded via Utube within 24 hours of the
completion of the dig



A large number of children both participated in the dig and were informed of the
history and the archaeology through informal onsite discussion.

9. DISCUSSION
9.1. The evaluation of the site succeeded in terms of both the experience of the participants shown
by the level of satisfaction with their experiences and the wish to take part in another dig
within 6 to 12 months. The archaeological aim was achieved, identifying the location of one of
the walls of the south transept or cloister building. The find of the east wall of the building
enables a more accurate position to be established for the outer wall of the cloister area. It may
be worth considering a further evaluation of the remains in the garden to locate the end wall
(ie E-W wall) of the south transept.
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9.2. The finds were as expected limited, but remains of the clay raft were found in both trenches.

10. CONCLUSIONS
The location of the robbed out wall was in line with the hypothesis that the abbey was constructed
along conventional Benedictine monastery design. It added a further, previously unknown, element to
rediscovering the lost buildings of Hyde Abbey
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13. APPENDIX 1
13.1 Trench 1 Context Description and Interpretation
Context
1.01
1.02
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Description
Dark greyish brown sandy clay
Dark brownish black with clinker

Interpretation
Turf and topsoil
Layer of clinker

1.03

Worked Flint scraper found

1.04

Very dark greyish brown. Very small
inclusions
Very dark greyish brown. Very small
inclusions
Mid greyish brown. Clay 40% Sand 60%
Friable

Topsoil

Post medieval deposit

1.11

Mid yellowish brown with patches of
brownish orange clay. Sand 20% Clay 80%
Mid yellowish brown with patches of
brownish orange clay. Sand 20% Clay 80%
Patches of yellow clay with fragments of
mortar
Firm mid brownish grey sandy clay

1.12

Firm mid brownish grey sandy clay

1.13

Firm mid brownish grey sandy clay
Small round copper object found

1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.10

1.14

1

2

Topsoil
Post medieval deposit containing large
quantities of cbm and post-med material

Post medieval deposit

Layer associated with the collapse of
structure in Tr1 Possible material from
building slumped out
Layer associated with the collapse of
structure in Tr1 Possible material from
building slumped out
Layer associated with the collapse of
structure in Tr1 Possible material from
building slumped out

Flint and chalk Mortar 60% Flint 40%
Mortar bonding not fully exposed but
probably at least 2 courses

13.2 Trench 2 Context Description and Interpretation
Context
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04

2.05

2.06
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Description
Black friable topsoil with some water
washed river pebbles
Black friable topsoil with some water
washed river pebbles
Black friable topsoil with some water
washed river pebbles
More compacted, less friable topsoil with
some very small inclusions of charcoal and
chalk
More compacted, less friable topsoil with
some very small inclusions of charcoal and
chalk
More compacted, less friable topsoil with
some very small inclusions of charcoal and
chalk

Interpretation
Topsoil some under grass
Garden topsoil
Garden topsoil
Possibly plough soil from 17C

Possibly plough soil from 17C

Possibly plough soil from 17C

2.07

Clay layer covering base of trench. Reddy
brown clay90%, Mid-whitish yellow loose
mortar 10%. Inclusions of flints and chalk

2.08

Reddy brown clay layer 10%, Mid-whitish
yellow mortar layer 90%
East side: Reddy brown clay layer 10%,
Mid-whitish yellow mortar layer 90% West
side: Reddy brown clay90%, Mid-whitish
yellow loose mortar 10%.
Base of trench at 2.09 is mortar 80% Flint
20%

2.09

2.10
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Clay consistent with the clay raft of the
monastery dug in 1999 by the writer of the
context sheet. Layer average 10cm thick thus
recycled and possibly disturbed by
demolition
A tip fill coming from the west probably as a
result of demolition
Clay consistent with the clay raft of the
monastery dug by the writer in 1999. Layer
average 10cm thick thus recycled and
possibly disturbed by demolition
Could be base of foundation or could be
below floor

